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Here you can find the menu of Foxy Luus in BYRON BAY. At the moment, there are 18 dishes and drinks on
the menu. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about Foxy Luus:

the eating is delicious, I had the gyoza they were absolutely amazing (but I was not yet in asia.) I also had
edamame that were good and the Indonesian Gado-gado (not quite the name), the salat, it was delicious! it's
expensive, but not so much superior, it's in bryon! read more. When the weather is pleasant you can also eat

outside, And into the accessible rooms also come guests with wheelchairs or physiological limitations. What User
doesn't like about Foxy Luus:

nice cozy mood here but eating is generally the type of things that would get them from a food truck, which it
looks like it was earlier (they use the same ingredients for most of the dishes vegan gyoza were only packages

that were heated again. only 6 dings on the menu that are vegan 2 bases, a nudelsalat, gyoza and a vegan
Bento box. read more. At the moment many are thinking about a healthier diet; specifically for these Foxy Luus's
menu provides a wide diversity of easy to digest menus, on the menu there are also a lot of Asian dishes. The

Asian fusion cuisine is also an important part of Foxy Luus. Anyone who finds the normal and generally known
menus too boring should approach with a willingness to experiment and try some unexpected combination of

ingredients taste, Also, the guests of the restaurant love the large selection of various coffee and tea specialities
that the establishment has to offer.
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Salad�
SALAD

Gnocch�
GNOCCHI

Mai� Cours�
GYOZA

Asia� specialtie�
EDAMAME

Coffe�
CAFÉ

Drink�
DRINKS

Malaysia� / Orienta� Cuisi�
LAKSA

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

SATAY

Restauran� Categor�
VEGETARIAN

VEGAN

Ingredient� Use�
VEGETABLES

GINGER

TOFU

BEANS

PORK MEAT

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 11:30 -20:30
Tuesday 11:30 -20:30
Wednesday 11:30 -20:30
Thursday 11:30 -20:30
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